An Introduction to the Oxford English Dictionary
(for use with the webpage http://oed.com/about/history.html)

This page of the OED site is separated into seven sections. For each of the sections, write down what you believe is the main idea or most important statement in the section, the most surprising or interesting fact/idea, and any questions you might have. After you complete your reading and response of each section, share your learning with a partner or small group.

How it began

Main/most important

Surprising/interesting

Questions

More work than they thought

Main/most important

Surprising/interesting

Questions

One step at a time

Main/most important

Surprising/interesting

Questions
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Keeping it current
Main/most important

Surprising/interesting

Questions

Making it modern
Main/most important

Surprising/interesting

Questions

Into the electronic age
Main/most important

Surprising/interesting

Questions

The future has begun
Main/most important

Surprising/interesting

Questions